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Radcliff Yingzi

Radcliff Yingzi is a player character played by Demibear.

Radcliff Yingzi

 1)

Species & Gender: Lily Type Artificial Nepleslian
Date of Birth: 1日 9月 YE 43
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Science Officer

Rank: Shoi
Current Placement: YSS Yukika II

Theme Song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjG3AQwdtok

Physical Description

Hair: Silver
Eyes: Dark Orange-Red
Skin: Light with yellow undertone
Height: 144cm
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Weight: 85kg
Build: Slim but athletic
Body Measurements: 36G-23-34

Yingzi is a mixture of Lianjia Abd Bahadi, a Nepleslian Red genetic line, and core Lianjia. The result is a
woman that leans more towards features similar to non-Nordic Yamataians. She is given a genetic
template specifically designed by the Nepleslian Reds of Fujiko. As such instead of the dark brown eyes
she normally would genetically express, she instead has dark orange-red eyes. It is accented with
naturally silver hair she likes to keep up in various hairstyles.

Cybernetics

As one of the first test batches of a new type of Artificial Nepleslian (not naturally born), Yingzi has a
number of cybernetics at release. She was granted four additional enhancements (as were the rest of her
batch) due to their status as firsts.

Zhenren I1G Genetic Supplement
Zhenren I3N Myelin Enhancement
Zhenren I3B Digestive Enhancement Microfauna
Zhenren I1N Digital Mind
Zhenren I2N Cortical Modem
Advancer Iron Bone Enhancement
Nanite enhanced lungs that help filter toxins and facilitate better gas exchange (longer endurance)
Electro-active polymer-enhanced heart with cardiovascualr system enforced with Durandium Mesh
I10N-X Motor Skill Enhancer (increases the speed and precision of motor related skills)

Personality

The creation of the Project Lily's experiment of mixing personality templates, Yingzi is a mixture of their
Enforcer and Mentor templates. Individuals that know Yingzi often describe her as a caring, bubbly, but
deeply forced individual. But unlike most Enforcers, she knows how to pull out of it when someone is in
need of help or mentoring.

Everything she does is done in a professional manner and she will fanatically do her best to pass on that
trait in all those she has to be around long term. While she does her best to maintain her bubbly
deposition, she not above releasing her inner rage if she deems as needed for the greater good
(someone on the team risking the team as a whole).

Likes: Figuring out new problems, mentoring young people, medicine
Dislikes: Tricksters, lazy and unfocused people, xenophobic individuals

History

Radcliff Yingzi was born in YE 44 on the RKS Akiharu located in the Fujiko at the time. One of the first of a
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new generation of Clones created in a collaboration between the Nepleslian Research and Manufacturing
and the Ryu Keiretsu. Her “life” of 21 years was experienced within 35 days on the ship.

"Childhood"

While grown in 35 days, Yingzi (along with all other clones of her batch) experienced a true childhood
from their perspective thanks to a combination of drugs, cybernetics, and time-compressed virtual
reality. From Yingzi's perspective, she was born on Fujiko within the city of Red Sands. Her mother was
an private security consultant and her father was a former Red Star Army soldier.

Having a disagreement with her mother at an early age, she and her father moved to Tatiana to
experience a life closer with the Yamataians. A combat medic, her father enrolled her into a school
specializing in science and technology as well as teaching her his skills as a medic. When she was old
enough, she was signed up into a special Kikyō Scouts program to further enhance her interest in the
military side of life and interest in the Yamataians.

One notable event Yingzi remembers is when on a field trip, her bus had an accident. The adults were
severely injured, leaving the children needing to fend figure out the situation as they crashed landed in
the managed wilderness of the planet. Yingzi and another senior student were instrumental in saving the
adults and helping all survive for the several weeks it took for authorities to locate them. The experience
was a driving factor in her desire to serve in the Star Army of Yamatai.

She attended a science academy in deep learning where she earned a 4 year medical degree.

Pre-RP

Since her release from her vat, Yingzi has kept a low profile as she interns at a biixi clinic established on
Fujiko in late YE 43. When the fighting broke out between elements of the Reds in the region, she went
out of her way to establish a small aid station that took in the wounded from both sides of the conflict.
One of the few medical facilities in the area she was in, the conflicting militias came to recognize it as
neutral territory with one added rule: once you arrive you can never go back to fighting. There were more
than one occasions where Yingzi had to physically manhandle patients that wanted to continue fighting.

All the more comical since the individuals also towered her. Assisting her was a wandering Elysian by the
name of Athena Stamoules.

Skills Learned

Radcliff Yingzi has the following notable skills:

Biology
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Yingzi is capable at flora and fauna identification, to include educated guesses about an unknown
species's attributes and behaviors. As she studied in an undergrad medical program, she has a very
advanced understanding of anatomy for humans and other common humanoids within the Kikyo Sector.

Chemistry

In university, Yingzi majored in an undergrad medical program. She has a good understanding of
chemistry and knows what effects various drugs and chemical formulas have on common species within
the Kikyo Sector. She is capable of creating new drugs and materials if given the time.

Communication

Yingzi is well-versed in speaking in Trade. She also has passing ability with Yamataigo. Due to writing
technical papers during her university “years”, she is capable of explaining complex details in a manner
that the common man won't get too confused in written form. She is also a capable public speaker.

Medical and Science

In university, Yingzi majored in an undergrad medical program she has a good understanding of
pathology and basic understanding of medicine and (of course) cybernetics installation/maintenance. In
addition to the advanced medical skills, she is also highly proficient with rendering first aid, emergency
medicine, and triaging.

She is squeamish when it comes to surgery. Not because she dislike the sight of blood but because she
does not have the confidence that she will only cut what is needed. Autopsies don't phase her at all.

Fighting

Given an experimental personality template within is a mixture of soldier and mentor, Yingzi received
limited combat training during her formative “years“. She has familiarity with pistols due to the
Nepleslian Reds love for the 10mm Covert Ops Pistol. She is also has basic hand to hand skills
(kickboxing).

Survival and Military

Yingzi learned basic bushcraft from her time as a Virtual Kikyo Scout. She is capable of finding water,
land navigation, shelter construction, hunting, signaling, camouflage; anything and everything wilderness
and survival. She learned teamwork, small-unit wilderness maneuvering, reconnaissance, and patrol.
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Technology Operations

Yingzi is proficient in the creation of software, firmware, and non-volitional “dumb” AIs to help in her
pathology research. She is proficient with SAoY tasks related to Technology Operations.

Social Connections

Radcliff Yingzi is connected to:

Marcus Radcliff (Genefather)
Zhu Yanfei (Genemother)
Numerous batch brothers and sisters (100 in total)

Vedica Radcliff

Inventory & Finance

Radcliff Yingzi currently has 3,000 KS.

Qty. Item Color/Pattern Notes

OOC Information

This article was created on 2022/09/16 00:05 using the namespace template.

In the case Demibear becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Approval Thread: https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/radcliff-yingzi.69422/#post-430411

Character Data
Character Name Radcliff Yingzi
Character Owner Demibear
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Yukika II
Plots YSS Yukika II: A Classic SARP Adventure
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Harm Limit injuries only
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Occupation Star Army Science Officer
SAOY Assignment YSS Yukika II
Assigned Quarters R5-2
Battlestation Science and Sensors Station
SAOY Entry Year YE 44
DOR Year YE 44
DOR Month 1
Orders Orders
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
Office Citizen
District Fujiko
Political Party Other
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